
Reent Developments to Enhane Salability ofSparse Diret SolversXiaoye S. Li1 and Laura Grigori21 Lawrene Berkeley National Laboratory, MS 50F-1650One Cylotron Road, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA.xsli�lbl.gov2 INRIA RennesCampus Universitaire de Beaulieu, 35042 Rennes, Frane.Laura.Grigori�irisa.frAbstrat. We desribe our reent e�orts to improve salability of thesparse fatorization algorithms. One suh development is to exploit moredense operations by swithing to a full matrix representation towards alater stage of fatorization. Another e�ort is the parallelization of thesymboli analysis algorithm whih is used to determine the nonzero po-sitions of the fatored matries. The �rst tehnique redues amount ofommuniation and indiret addressing, while the seond one improvesmemory salability of the solver.1 IntrodutionSparse diret methods play a ritial role in large sale omputer simulationsof various disiplines beause they are robust and reliable, espeially for ill-onditioned problems. However, it is a daunting task to implement sparse fator-izations well on a distributed memory mahine beause of the need for managingirregular data aess and ommuniation patterns, and a high ommuniation-to-omputation ratio. Although a number of high quality parallel solvers havebeen developed, suh as SuperLU DIST [4℄ and MUMPS[1℄, there has been nodemonstration that these solvers ould sale to thousands of proessors [2℄. Thissaling bottlenek will be worsened as the arhitetural trends indiate that thegap between the omputation and the interonnet ommuniation speeds willbeome wider. This motivates us to develop algorithms that has lower ommu-niation demand and thus redues the bandwidth and lateny osts. Here, wepresent two suh ideas implemented in the SuperLU DIST solver, whih is basedon sparse LU fatorization. Our tehniques are diretly appliable to the othersparse fatorization algorithms suh as Cholesky and QR.2 Performane optimization via swith-to-denseSparse matries are often represented in a ompat format in whih only thenonzero values are stored. Auxiliary arrays are needed to store the position in-dies (integer) of those nonzero entries. In a fully parallel, distributed fatoriza-tion algorithm, all these data strutures are distributed on di�erent proessors.



2 X.S. Li and L. GrigoriDuring fatorization, the nonzero values as well as their position indies must betransferred among the proessors. Compared to a dense fatorization, the extraosts inlude indiret addressing and many small-sized messages.For many well strutured matries, suh as those from FEM appliations,the unfatored trailing submatrix an beome very dense towards a later stageof fatorization. It is then bene�ial to represent the trailing blok as a fullmatrix, and ontinue fatorization using dense operations. The bene�ts inludethe elimination of indiret addressing and transferring of the indies, and use oflarger blok size in BLAS alls. On uniproessor platforms, Vudu et al. showedthat this tehnique yielded up to 80% performane gain ompared to a non-bloked ompressed row storage [5℄.We have implmented a parallel swith-to-dense algorithm in SuperLU DIST.Sine SuperLU DIST already exploited the variable bloking sheme (i.e., su-pernodes), the payo� here mainly omes from redution of the messages andlarger blok size. Depending on matrix-arhiteture ombinations, we have ob-served 30-40% performane gain even using a relatively small number of pro-essors (e.g., 32). An interesting researh issue is the design of a good heuristito selet the siwth point that best trades o� the extra omputation with theredution of data movement.3 Parallel symboli fatorizationThe purpose of symboli fatorization is to ompute the nonzero struture ofthe fators L and U, whih ontains the original nonzero elements as well as the�lled elements. There has not been muh motivation to parallelize this phasefor two reasons: (1) Computationally, this phase is muh faster than numerialfatorization, and (2) The analysis involves ombinatorial algorithms that arediÆult to parallelize. Most diret solvers hoose to do this sequentially on oneproessor, then broadast the results to all proessors. However, as larger andlarger problems are solved on the emerging petasale omputers and as numerialfatorization has been made more and more salable, symboli fatorization willultimately beome a bottlenek both in memory and in time.We are the �rst group takling this diÆult problem in SuperLU DIST [3℄.Our parallel algorithm uses a graph partitioning approah, applied to the graphof A + AT , to partition the matrix in suh a way that is good for sparsitypreservation as well as for parallel fatorization. The partitioning yields a so-alled separator tree whih represents the dependenies among the omputations.We use the separator tree to distribute the input matrix over the proessorsusing a blok yli approah and a subtree to sub-proessor mapping. Theparallel algorithm performs a bottom up traversal of the separator tree. With aombinationof right-looking and left-looking partial fatorizations, the algorithmobtains one olumn struture of L and one row struture of U at eah step. Ourprototype ode led to �ve-fold redution in maximum per-proessor memoryrequirement. The already moderate serial runtime of the sequential algorithm isoften further redued by the parallel algorithm.
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